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On 1 November 1755, a massive earthquake struck 
the Portuguese capital, passing into history as the 
Lisbon Disaster. The historian José Manuel Martínez 

Solares assesses that up to ten per cent of the Lisbon population died (29); 
the destruction to the city itself was much greater still. Earthquakes and 
tsunamis hit not just the Portuguese coast, but southern and central Spain 
as well; north Africa too was struck. There were long aftershocks. Some 
estimates put the quake in Lisbon at 8.75-9 on the Richter scale (Paice 72). 

There has been a frequent tendency to envisage this shaking and 
sundering of the ground as a dramatic shattering of older, more reassuring 
beliefs. As the earth split, so a gap opened in history, marking a before and 
after in modernity. From the very outset in 1755-56, numerous 
commentators depicted the Disaster in eschatological terms. Successive 
publications described it as a presage of the Day of Anger. Some spoke of 
the whole universe being undone, and of an inversion of the order of 
things: surface and underground, sea and land changed places (for example: 
de la Cruz 2-8). It is easy to appreciate the temptation of mapping such 
images onto later patterns in historical thought of the sort one finds from 
Hegel and Marx to Badiou. Just as buildings tumbled and Lisbon crumbled, 
so an Event marks the limit point of a given social structure, which 
collapses to enable the emergence of another. (For an example of such 
approaches to history, see Badiou 105-6, 110-11, 178-83).  

Belief in the supposedly transformational nature of the Disaster has 
proved strikingly resilient in the face of a potentially inconvenient fact: 
European responses to the catastrophe were overwhelmingly framed in 
terms of existing religious beliefs, whether Catholic, Protestant, or Deist 
(see Espejo Cala 159). Contemplating the destruction, Voltaire himself 
professed not to rise up against Providence (124). In response to this reality, 
influential historians and thinkers have elaborated subtle arguments: they 
hold that, even so, the Disaster opened the way to secular modernity. In 
Evil in Modern Thought, Susan Neimann accepts that the effect of the quake 
was not to destroy traditional religiosity directly. Yet, she claims, it did 
undermine the belief that natural explanations of phenomena could support 
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a plausible religious outlook. Neimann holds that even in Catholic Portugal, 
the earthquake marked a turning-point in secularisation, for it generated a 
split between the interpretation of natural phenomena and the effort to 
realize human justice (239-50). Similarly, in his acclaimed study of the 
neighbouring Spanish Enlightenment, Francisco Sánchez Blanco depicts 
the quake as demolishing any connection between worldly improvements 
and the course of Providence. This outcome was to the advantage of 
secularism. Moreover, religious tracts that emphasised scientific 
understanding of the quake opened the door to Deism (Mentalidad 268-69, 
272-75). Placing the Disaster prominently at the opening of his Democratic 
Enlightenment, Jonathan Israel sees the catastrophe as crucially hardening 
divides between moderate, radical, and counter-Enlightenments to the 
point of near inevitable confrontation. The moderate Enlightenment 
struggled to provide a cogent response, thereby leaving the way open for a 
direct radical assault against the traditionalists (33, 39-55). Some historians 
have accepted that secularism did not in fact surge up through the 
splintered land. Instead, in their studies, assertions of the event’s modernity 
take refuge in a new argument. They claim instead that the outpouring of 
publications about the quake in 1755-56 constituted an authentically 
modern public space of debate, or, at the very least, a modern media 
environment (for example, Espejo Cala 155).  

 

 
 

Paris and Pedagache, Basilica of Santa Maria, the Cathedral (Lisbon) 
(By kind permission of Dr. Jan Kozak, New Kozak Collection, Prague) 
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The writings of all these historians reveal: first, an urge to show how 

modern the response to the Disaster was, and, second, a recurrent need to 
reformulate that claim under pressure from the facts. This in itself is 
grounds for reasonable doubt, suggesting more a desire to identify things as 
“modern” than an acceptance of historical realities. The successive 
reformulations of the quake’s supposed modernity are redolent of denial 
and deflection. Historians seek to evade the vision of the catastrophe as it 
was experienced in 1755-56, in order to sustain a belief that the crisis 
caused a transformation of fundamental human worldviews. To that end, 
historians draw attention away from historical continuities and towards 
such evidence there is of any change.  

In this essay, I explore the response to the Disaster in one of the 
Catholic countries that was most directly affected —Spain, to which Israel 
dedicates a considerable part of his own discussion of the events of 1755-
56. I consider here what happened to traditional belief patterns and 
behaviors in the face of the catastrophe. My core arguments are as follows: 

 
• In the face of crisis, commentators fell back on deeply held, long-
standing, even ancient beliefs. The longue durée was of decisive 
importance in responses to the Disaster.  
 
• Established Catholic dogma was the primary and enduring 
reference point, even for those with an interest in newer scientific 
theories. 
 
• The fundamental debate about the Disaster did not map onto the 
divide between those who favoured and those who opposed newer 
scientific ideas. 
 
• Rather, the fundamental debate was about how best to achieve 
lasting "conversions", by which was meant a renewal of piety and 
devotion and a turning from sin. 
 
• The Disaster did have a lasting effect: it brought about a renewal 
of Catholicism that was less concerned with theological subtlety 
than with immediate personal experience. 
 
• Such religious experience was imbued with fear and with the 
sensation of searing divine punishment; this was the affect of 
Spanish Catholicism among all factions. 
 
• When much more substantive changes occurred in Spanish 
society after 1808, that earlier Catholic renewal provided the basis 
for new ways of thinking. In this way, the longue durée continued to 
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have a dynamic importance in history. 
 

 
 

Overbeek, Basilica of Caius and Lucius (Rome) 
(By kind permission of Heidelberg University Library under Creative Commons 

License CC-BY-SA 3.0) 
 
Minds Unchanged 

It is easy to suppose that major crises change people, and cultural 
theorists often imagine this to be the case. Equally, faced with such events, 
people can entrench themselves in the reinforced confines of their existing 
world view. The vast majority of published work in Spain, by some 
considerable distance, envisaged the 1755 quake as one more dramatic 
episode in the annals of Sacred History, as something at once terrifying and 
familiar. Responses in this vein range from the many poems describing the 
quake in terms of divine punishment to Francisco Mariano Nipho’s 
historical account of moral corrections inflicted by earthquakes. Such 
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writers place 1755 explicitly within the Sacred History’s narrative, citing 
precedent after precedent. While some such accounts speak of the whole 
natural order collapsing in 1755, they do so, not to mark the end of an era 
of belief, but rather because Sacred History contains both echoes of its own 
past and presages of its ultimate teleology: the Apocalypse itself (Nipho 38-
50; for an example in verse see de la Cruz 10). Many Spaniards experienced 
1755 as a recurrence of pre-echoes of its own future, as a visible exemplar 
of Catholic doctrine (Aberola Romá 31). 

Some evidence that the quake could change opinion and advance 
modern thinking can be found in a different quarter: the influential 
Benedictine monk Benito Jerónimo Feijoo, now habitually thought of as the 
father of Enlightenment in Spain.  Since 1726, Feijoo had encouraged 
empirical thought through his Teatro crítico universal. His response to the 
1755 Disaster is generally remembered for what he claimed was a new 
system for understanding earthquakes, based on electricity ("Nuevo 
systhema"). By underlining that dimension of his observations on the 
catastrophe, it is possible to portray Feijoo as primarily concerned with 
learning new things from the quake through the scientific observation of 
natural phenomena (for example, Ordaz 438-40; Udías y Arroyo 16; Israel 
47). Such an approach to Feijoo’s response is consistent with many 
historians’ emphasis in dealing with the “Christian Enlightenment”: they 
stress concerns with worldly improvement and scientific understanding (for 
example, Roberston 8, 31-32, 46, 130, 379-80; Rosenblatt 283-84). A 
frequent rhetorical strategy is to suggest that Enlightened Christian writers 
wished to “reconcile” or strike a moderate path between modern ideas and 
religious faith (for example, Israel 10, 19, 47; Rosenblatt 284). 

Such an interpretation risks gently evading the fundamental aspiration 
to strict religious orthodoxy that absolutely pervaded the outlook of 
Spanish Catholic commentators.  It suggests these people were mediating 
between two things —science and faith— when science was clearly the 
junior partner in the relationship. Science simply occupied the entirely 
orthodox place long assumed by natural philosophy in much Catholic 
theology, not least through the legacy of St Thomas Aquinas (Aestern 33-
35). In this vein, David Hempton has observed how eighteenth-century 
Christians rarely considered theology and science to be dichotomous terms 
(117). An overriding commitment to long-standing dogma is evident among 
Feijoo’s own professed motives for publishing his letters on the Disaster, 
his stated objectives for addressing the public. Here we find, accompanying 
curiosity about the natural world, a very straightforward concern with 
Catholic morality. In a key epistle on the quake, the monk makes clear a 
major preoccupation. People, he argues, should learn from the Disaster to 
be constantly aware that they could die in sin at any time. They should live 
ever in fear of God and awareness of their mortality. To that end, Feijoo 
provides us with an anecdote about adulterers meeting an untimely death:  
he entwines a message of terror with the image of uncontrolled desire. In 
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fact, one of Feijoo’s central concerns was to argue for the implementation 
in Spain of a Papal instruction of 1566. This decree would prevent doctors 
from returning to treat sick people who could not provide a certificate of 
confession ("El terremoto" 49, 53-59; "Nuevo systhema" 46); on Feijoo’s 
use of science in the cause of theological orthodoxy see Goodman 115). As 
might be expected from the perspective of strict orthodoxy, salvation was 
the most pressing concern for the Benedictine monk. There is no 
comparison, Feijoo says, between two or three people losing their mortal 
life in a given province due to delayed medical attention, and hundreds or 
thousands losing out on eternal life because of a delay in administering the 
sacraments ("El terremoto" 57). Those, such as Joseph Cevallos and 
Francisco de Buendía y Ponce, who wrote directly in support of Feijoo 
echoed such overarching sentiments. Strikingly, Juan Luis Roche, habitually 
identified as an advocate for Feijoo’s natural philosophy, and the very 
person who had encouraged him to write about the Disaster, places 
particular emphasis on veneration of the Virgin and the recognition of her 
intercession in times of such distress, as Israel has acknowledged (Cevallos 
xiv-xv; Buendía y Ponce xxiv-xxvi, xxix-xxx; Roche, "A la muy erudita" vii-
ix; Roche, "Relación" 10; Israel 47). Feijoo’s remarks on the quake were 
themselves part of a new series of his cartas eruditas [erudite letters], a genre 
to which he had returned specifically at the behest of the Pope, Benedict 
XIV (Roche, "Relación" 35-36). 

There was, it is true, a difference in religious outlook towards the 
Disaster between Feijoo and many other commentators in Spain. Those, 
like Feijoo and Roche, who held that the earthquake was an example of 
God’s general Providence, differed from the (apparently) majority opinion 
that it was an instance of God’s special Providence. That is to say, for 
Roche and those of similar views, the immediately apparent causes of the 
earthquake were natural. The quake thereby reflected God’s intention that 
the world be constituted such that humanity would suffer such disasters 
periodically. In Roche’s and Feijoo’s interpretation, these are God’s regular 
reminders of our mortality. The contrary account, offered by individuals 
such as the Bishop of Cadiz Thomás del Valle, was that God had 
intervened directly on this occasion to administer a punishment for some 
more specific and immediate reason. Del Valle believed, for example, that 
the earthquake was sent to frighten people into adopting more peaceful 
ways, and specifically to cause the people of Cadiz to desist from their 
recent increase in sinful behaviour (Feijoo, "Nuevo systhema" 53, 59; 
Roche, "Prólogo" xxxi-xxxvi; Roche, "Relación" 14-17; del Valle, c.1755). 
At the same time, neither side in the dispute denied the existence of special 
Providences: the question was rather whether the Disaster was an event of 
that kind.  

The historian Robert Ingram has shown how a very similar discussion 
took place among Christians on the British Isles. As Ingram observes, the 
fundamental terms of such differences over special and general Providences 
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are entirely orthodox on both sides. The researchers María José Ferro 
Tavares and Manuel Serrano Pinto have pointed out how these arguments 
were framed within ancient Christian religious distinctions and are replays 
of similarly antique disputes (Ingram 99-101, 104, 111, 115; Ferro Tavares y 
Serrano Pinto 53). Such observations can be applied widely to European 
authors who professed themselves Christian, of whatever variety. That 
covers the vast majority of those active in the mid-eighteenth century. 
Arguably, even Voltaire’s anguished poem on the Disaster is a Deist Book 
of Job, looking to ancient, non-Christian understandings of Providence. In 
the words of Peter Gay, Voltaire’s Candide likewise “epitomizes the appeal 
to antiquity” (197). 

In the face of the Disaster, Spanish commentators returned to the 
bedrock of the most straightforward Catholic dogma. This was the 
universally shared foundation from which any interpretation of the event 
was developed. It was possible to revise the explanation for the physical 
ways in which earthquakes occur, given the near-simultaneous catastrophes 
across dispersed locations; this Feijoo did. Yet there is absolutely no sense 
in which Feijoo, or anyone else, professes to change their mind either about 
the nature of physical causality or about religion; quite the opposite. That 
Feijoo should deploy his established genre of “erudite letters” to respond is 
indicative of the reassertion of prior outlooks. The nearest we come to 
seeing any real transformation is in an account written by a teacher of 
Theology at the University of Alcalá, Francisco Martínez Molés. Molés 
speaks movingly of how the quake awoke in him, like a volcano, his buried 
love for the new physical sciences, which his prejudiced father had 
suppressed. Yet, even here, Molés’s stated aim is to lead us through natural 
scientific understanding to the warnings that general Providence provides 
for sinful humanity. This is not some shift away from Catholic orthodoxy, 
less still is it a step towards secularism (25). In fact, if there was any real 
change in belief at all, it was to be observed rather in the large numbers of 
people professing themselves publicly repentant, as eyewitness accounts 
note (for example: Relación verídica del terremoto 6; Leve rasgo 5-6; Relación 
verídica del horroroso terremoto 3). Their so doing simply reinforced and formed 
part of an existent pattern of belief and behaviour in medieval and early-
modern Christian societies. That a person sins or lapses is not, of itself, 
inconsistent with a broad credence in Catholicism. The very act of 
repentance suggests the prominence of such a framework of belief. 

In short, the broad outlines of all Spanish responses to the Disaster 
were steeped in ancient Catholic forms, undisturbed by the passing of 
centuries. What was most prominent in 1755-56 was not change, but the 
longue durée. This is particularly significant given how many Spanish 
commentators wrote about the Disaster: I have myself consulted over 50 
such publications. What we see in these writings is a genuine cross-section 
of opinion in “Enlightenment” Spain. The opinion was that time-honoured 
belief was correct. This evidence from intellectual and cultural history 
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dovetails with the useful corrective that historians of the European 
churches such as Van Kley (for France) and Callahan (for Spain) have 
provided to our broader appreciation of eighteenth-century sensibilities.  At 
mid-century, the King of France fretted that he could not use his sacred 
power to cure scrofula because of his serial adultery; Kings of Spain 
descended from their carriages and knelt in the street when a priest carrying 
the Eucharist passed by; people in France became subjects of the Kingdom 
by being baptised Catholics; throughout the continent church bells and 
religious festivals marked the rhythms of life (Van Kley 4-5, 166-70; 
Callahan, Church, Politics 4, 52). 

 
How to Convert People: A Debate About The Disaster 

While the call to repentance was at the core of Spanish responses to the 
Disaster, the desired effect was conversion. That an individual needed to be 
“converted” meant, not so much that the person had challenged the 
hegemony of Church’s doctrine, as that they had been lax, indifferent, or 
just ignorant in their belief. Such lapses in devotion were a reality of early-
modern, as of medieval, life. For example, in eighteenth-century Madrid 
some people habitually purchased certificates of confession from 
prostitutes. Similarly, there were always regions of the country where 
knowledge of the faith was tenuous: somewhat over 15% of parishes lacked 
a priest in eighteenth-century Spain. Historians of the Church note that, just 
as for hundreds of years previously, so in the eighteenth century, the 
struggle to “convert” people was a characteristic activity of the clergy. As 
also happened elsewhere in Europe, the eighteenth-century Church in Spain 
undertook vigorous missions to the interior of the country (Callahan, 
Spanish Church 47; Callahan, Church, Politics 63-65; Ward 35, 52; Po-Chia 52). 

Many publications issued in response to the Disaster, from learned 
sermons through to popular ballads, emphasise a direct perception, through 
the earthquake, of God’s anger at earthly sin, his losing patience, and his 
final violent action. The appropriate human response is to placate the Lord 
through lamentation, penitence, and self-punishment, not least through 
deliberate self-deprivation (fasting) and by torturing the flesh (flagellation). 
Equally characteristically, people are urged to seek, and are depicted 
imploring, intercession from kindly sacred persons, particularly the Virgin 
and (at times) the Saints. These beings bring about the interruption or 
mitigation of the Disaster. Typically in such accounts, the Virgin, observing 
human suffering, urges the Father to have mercy, and He agrees to the 
petition. In response, the right attitude is to express intense public gratitude 
(see, among many examples: de la Cruz 18, 22-24; Leve rasgo 6-7; Relación de 
los patronatos; Puntual relación). In one ballad, St Rita is feeling piqued that her 
cult in Sanlúcar de Barrameda is declining, but sees in the divine 
punishment an opportunity to further her own cause. She holds back a 
tsunami and wins new adoration in the shape of an annual festival (Verídica 
relación en que se declara el estupendo prodigio 1, 3-4). In some cases, humans are 
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encouraged to make a pact with the sacred persons. The canon Francisco 
Joseph de Olazával y Olayzola in Seville –who among other roles was 
Synodal Apostolic Judge of his Archbishopric– told his congregation that, 
by stopping the destruction, God was offering them safety in return for 
respectful conduct in church (34). 

Such practices and recommendations sparked a deep dispute. Yet the 
debate was not about whether the earthquake was an opportunity for 
penance and conversion. Rather, what was at stake was the best and most 
lasting means to achieve these things. What troubled Feijoo was that 
upsurges of self-castigation might form part of, and play into, a pattern of 
behaviour in which complacency in sin predominated, counterbalanced only 
by occasional regret (Feijoo y Zúñiga 49, 52-55, 58-59; Nuevo systhema 38-
39). This is the lesson that Roche sees writ large after the quake. Following 
the outpouring of religiosity, people have now moved on to dances and 
shoes based on the Disaster, he tells us. They give themselves easily to 
devotion and promptly to corruption (“fácil a la devoción y prompto a la 
corrupción”) (Nuevo systhema xxxii-iii). The aim of a minority of authors 
such as Feijoo was, therefore, to instil a distinct, but equally orthodox, 
emotional response to the Disaster, upon which more enduring conversions 
might be secured. Feijoo seeks to elicit a delicately balanced outlook, 
following the Canon of Toledo’s encouragement to him to engage in the 
“piadoso designio de mitigar el terror” (Nuevo systhema 33). The Benedictine 
monk incites his readers to avoid both outbursts of excess fear and a 
fixation upon the present catastrophe. Yet he does so precisely so that they 
are in a more constant, sustained state of preparation for death and 
judgement. The origins of such sentiments are to be found in the Gospels 
(see Luke [King James Version], 13.2-5, also 12.35-40).2 At the heart of this 
approach is a critical, religiously-inspired concern with the psychological 
risks inherent in human responses to events. Feijoo’s earlier Teatro crítico 
universal had explored how the human mind falls into error. A psychological 
approach to the reliability of human knowledge is something he has in 
common with eighteenth-century European thinkers of very different ilks, 
who in turn were influenced by ancient writers such as Tacitus (Gay 157). 
This concern is reflected in the anxieties that the licenciado Juan de Zúñiga 
expressed in correspondence with Feijoo about the populace’s “imaginación 
turbada”, and about the extent of “vulgo” (vulgar folly, uncultivated 
thought) even among the learned, due to the prevailing consternation 
(Feijoo y Zúñiga 1, 25, 47). The question, though, was not whether, but 
how to be afraid in the face of the Disaster, of God’s Providence and 
Judgement. The Canon of Toledo’s concern, after all, had been to mitigate 
the terror, not to be rid of it. Writing specifically in reply to the licenciado 
Zúñiga, Feijoo explains his wish that people experience fear (“miedo”) 
while not falling into “estúpor, pásmo, congoja, ó delíquio” (Feijoo y 
                                                
2 I am grateful to Eric Southworth for this observation. 
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Zúñiga 49).  
If this was where the battle lines were actually drawn between factions 

in mid-eighteenth-century Spain, that divide simply does not correspond to 
an opposition between enthusiasts for and detractors from the value of 
modern “lights” in understanding the physical world. Among those on 
Feijoo’s side of the religious debate was Isidoro Ortiz Gallardo, the nephew 
of the celebrated writer and astrologist Torres Villaroel. In his Lecciones 
entretenidas y curiosas Ortiz Gallardo uses grotesque humour to dispel 
inappropriate fear caused by the Disaster. For example, he depicts a student 
commenting that if one of his relatives has been killed, may they rest in 
peace, for the person was no use to them alive. People should learn, Ortiz 
Gallardo says, to be less easily startled (he uses the mocking term 
espantadizos) by being “más cathólicos y menos malos”. Yet, to a substantial 
extent, it is astrology that underpins his argument that the quake was an 
instance of general Providence, and therefore part of God’s broad warning 
to humanity. Ortiz Gallardo’s text ends with instructive diagrams on the 
subject, and he urges people to be alert to the influence of the planets and 
the stars (Ortiz Gallardo 4, 11-12, 19-22). Conversely, Fr. Miguel de San 
Joseph, the Bishop of Guadix, made clear that he had no quarrel with 
modern ideas about physics, including Feijoo’s theories about earthquakes. 
His problem was with the claim that, if an event can be described in terms 
of natural processes, it must be an instance of general Providence. Since 
God’s interventions take place through the terrestrial world, he argued, they 
are bound to do so using its physical laws. The Church teaches us that 
incorporeal beings, angelic and demonic, act upon us using these forces of 
nature. The Bishop thus invited people to perceive in the earthquake the 
dread activity of subterranean diabolic creatures (De San Joseph 5, 14-15). 

Likewise, there was no equation between, on the one hand, Feijoo’s 
approach to Providence and conversion, and, on the other, a commitment 
to such worldly concerns as Crown authority over the Church (Regalism) or 
material, practical improvements in living conditions. Such interests could 
as easily be shared by those who ardently implored their readers to see in 
the Disaster a terrifying and direct supernatural intervention in the course 
of human affairs. Nipho identifies the quake as a special Providence, sent to 
punish misbehaviour in church, among other sins he prefers not to name. 
In response, he urges the renewal of the ancient seventh-century Councils 
of the Spanish Church so as to restore ancient religious splendours (Nipho 
1-3, 54). This was a frequent Regalist demand, a means to constrain the 
Papacy and exert state power: the historian Gabriel Paquette has pointed 
out Regalism’s centrality to much thought and policy in eighteenth-century 
Spain, which habitually invoked the precedent of the Councils of Toledo 
(57, 78-80). Author after author who observes the miraculous activity of 
supernatural entities, and insists on displays of repentance, comments 
favourably on measures taken by the Kingdom’s authorities to assist the 
population in the wake of the disaster (for example: Noticia breve de el 
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Terremoto 4-5; Breve compendio 4-5). Spiritual care sits well with practical 
improvement, flagellation with material relief. By the same token, ancient 
belief rather than modern secularism is the source for the exercise of Royal 
authority in the face of the Disaster and for the government’s efforts at aid 
and reconstruction.  

 

 
 

Paris and Pedagache, Church of St. Paul (Lisbon) 
(By kind permission of Dr. Jan Kozak, New Kozak Collection in Prague) 

 
Catholic Renewal 

If antique concerns lay at the heart of debate on all sides, the Disaster 
did, none the less, provoke a kind of cultural renewal, simply not one that 
had anything to do with modern secularism. In the quake’s aftermath, there 
was an extraordinary outpouring of long-standing faith. Testament to this 
was the proliferation of processions and religious services, certainly, but 
also the expression by individuals such as Feijoo and Molés of their own, 
less spectacular forms of devotion. From the doyen of empirical thought to 
the humble city dweller, 1755-56 was a moment of all-encompassing, 
intense religiosity. It constituted a new “Catholic Renewal”, to borrow the 
title of R. Po-Chia Hsia’s study of the Counter-Reformation. The revival 
was not, this time, characterised by theological innovation and subtlety. 
There is nothing remarkable or even remotely novel in that regard about 
the interventions from any side of the debate. Rather, effort focused on 
immediate human experience of the faith and on an intensified religious 
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vision of the world. I use vision here in more than a metaphorical sense: 
what was at stake was how to look at the world, and how to be seen to be 
behaving in it. It is here that the energy of renewal is to be found.    

The quake was perceived and presented as an extraordinary spectacle of 
supernatural significance made manifest in human affairs. The enormous 
wave of publications in its wake served to transmit and communicate, 
beyond its point of origin, the religious image of the Disaster and of 
responses to it. At the same time, the very mass of books and pamphlets 
constituted a palpable, visible –and, in the case of ballads and sermons, 
audible– manifestation of religious sentiment, a spectacle in themselves. As 
Olázaval y Olayzola put it –with the aim of eternalizing the Virgin’s 
merciful intervention during the catastrophe-, “Nada mas oportuno, que 
referir el Sucesso” (Motivos que fomentaron 3). To that end, publications 
frequently present us with terrified eye-witness accounts (for example, 
among so many others: Nuevo y curioso romance). Many take all but vicarious 
relish in the excesses of the quake’s physical violence, in the grotesqueries 
of its cruelty. Publishers —who clearly did well out of it— habitually 
present accounts as “curious” or of interest to the “curious”. Again and 
again, we are offered the authentic vision of glorious religious buildings 
collapsing during Mass, of tsunamis rushing in upon the faithful, offered up 
for the interest of the “curioso lector” (curious reader) (see, for example, 
the Relación verídica del horroroso terremoto). A Breve compendio of events in 
Lisbon is typical in dwelling on “un horrendo espectáculo y una intolerable 
fetidez”. Thus, through the disaster, the very world before us becomes the 
symbol of its own vanitas: “oh inconstancia de la naturaleza humana”, the 
pamphleteer remarks. A characteristic image is of the Portuguese monarch 
prostrating himself before priests, stripping off his royal attire (and boots), 
proclaiming he is King no more, and fleeing (Breve compendio 1, 3-4, 8). We 
have made manifest here the tearing away of all human glory that had long 
been a stock image in moral theatre: as the seventeenth-century playwright 
Pedro Calderón de la Barca famously put it, “Sueña el rey que es rey” (148). 
European illustrations of Lisbon’s remains, such as those by Paris and 
Pedagache (1757), made in the city and distributed in Iberia, underline the 
point: their composition echoes Bonaventura van Overbeek’s engravings of 
the ruins of Rome (1708), with little figures pointing at and wandering by 
fallen buildings, amid large backdrops of sky. Devastated Lisbon is a 
Christian equivalent to ancient Rome. As Overbeek remarks of the latter, 
the illustrations instruct wise Princes in the opinion they should have of 
monuments of pride (unpaginated dedication). The Breve compendio 
comments that Lisbon, once one of Europe’s dominant, glorious cities, is 
now but a shattered promontory (8). 

When we see the response to the Lisbon disaster in aesthetic terms, by 
which I mean its sensual and sentimental experience, we begin to 
understand it. On city streets and in churches, amid ruins, the visual excess 
of divine, physical violence was met with the visual, physical drama of 
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ostentatious religiosity. Account after account delights in the processions, 
the fasts, the sight of flagellants, the rogations and rosaries, the adoration of 
the Virgin (for example, Nipho 51-54; Descripción verídica). Zúñiga, the ally of 
Feijoo, tells us that Mary has been dressed in dark clothes to express her 
pain (Feijoo and Zúñiga 21). The Spanish Church was extremely wealthy, 
and the eighteenth-century clergy often employed those riches on the 
splendour of the cult (Callahan, Church, Politics 38, 45-47, 55). 
Correspondingly, many commentators on the Disaster insisted on the need 
to intensify the spectacle of veneration of the Virgin (for example: Breve 
compendio 9).  Throughout the urban areas affected by the quake, 
publications spawned in passionate advocacy of rival local cults of Virgins 
and Saints (Sánchez Blanco, El terremoto 59). In Andalusia, many leading 
members of the Church hierarchy wrote fiercely in support of such 
emphases on the personalised interplay of supernatural and terrestrial 
beings, and on the need for processions. The Archbishop of Seville led 
veneration of the Virgin in his city (Leve rasgo 5). The Archbishop of 
Granada and the Cardinal of Córdoba endorsed a publication entitled 
Prevención espiritual para los Temblores de Tierra (1755) whose reading 
guaranteed indulgences. 

When the minority advocated instead its alternative emotional 
response, it often substituted, as it were one for one, its own image of first-
person religious activity in the face of the Disaster. To the curiosity given 
form in what Buendía called “papelones” (xxiv), authors like Fernando 
López de Amezua offered their own “philosóphica curiosidad”. Amezua 
appears as a careful and devout observer, at once taking note of physical 
phenomena, acknowledging God’s indignation, and imploring mercy while 
the earthquake rages (3-4, 9, 15). Ortiz Gallardo presents himself in the 
guise of a well-informed teacher calmly discussing the catastrophe with his 
class (4-7). In the fluid spectrum of religious positions, we encounter a 
Jesuit, signing D.N.N., who describes how he measured the physical effects 
of the ongoing earthquake with remarkable sang-froid, while dismissing 
vulgar responses and praising the moving magnificence of a procession (2, 
7-8). Feijoo’s recourse to his favoured genre of the “erudite letter” is itself 
revealing: Philip Deacon notes that Feijoo habitually used the form to 
provide a familiar, pastoral, almost everyday tone of engaging first-person 
persuasion (305). It is this self-image that Feijoo presented as his response 
to the earthquake. 

Even so, across the range of diverse manifestations of religiosity, there 
was habitually a common affect, a shared emotional resonance. The imagery 
repeatedly evokes the punitive blow struck by God’s arm (brazo), whip 
(azote), and sword (espada), as a warning of the future torments of Hell. We 
see this as much in more sensationalizing accounts (for example, Leve rasgo 
1, 6), as we do in learned tracts such as that produced by Martínez Molés 
from firmly within Feijoo’s camp (26). Spanish culture was driven by a 
longing as well as a horror for deeply physical chastizement, experienced as 
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an expression of amorous attachment to the divine. In a vivid example, one 
author asks, why, of all nations, would God so harm Portugal and Spain, 
those most Christian of peoples. It is, we are told, because He loves them 
so very much (Segunda parte de verdadero trágico romance 2). In parallel, Martínez 
Molés remarks that “nuestro clementísimo Dueño indica con castigos su 
amor paternal”. For this, he tells us, we should all be grateful (26). 

 
The Longer Term  

Throughout this article, I have emphasized the venerable, ancient 
nature of the sentiments that Catholics voiced in response to the Disaster. I 
have underlined how the catastrophe’s most telling effect was to 
reinvigorate centuries-old beliefs and practices. Even the disputes that the 
quake provoked were, fundamentally, replays of time-old controversies 
within the orthodox bosom of the Catholic Church. The main effect of the 
experience of shock was massively to reinforce deeply held, pre-existing 
attitudes, and to bring them forcefully to the surface. The most apt 
metaphor for the quake’s effect is not a seismic change in belief, but rather 
a lava-like surging out of what was already inside. 

The Spanish response to the 1755 catastrophe belongs to wider 
European culture primarily in its psychological urge to seek refreshment 
from the continent’s antique sources. It shared this in common with neo-
classicism, for example. Remarking on eighteenth-century European 
culture, Dan Edelstein has recently commented: “to put matters bluntly, 
antiquity is just there” (62). As regards classicism itself, the art historian 
Christopher S. Wood has gone further still. He has raised doubts about 
reception-based approaches to the obsession with antiquity in modern 
European cultures. Where such studies have emphasised how the classics 
owe their vitality to continual present-day re-invention, Wood considers 
instead what quality they possess that renders them constantly, enduringly 
compelling, what it is that makes them classics. He points to Warburg’s 
notion that “primordial experiences generated powerful pulsations of fear 
or ecstasy that are transmitted […] across time and space” (172). In this 
vein, Wood ventures the view that “the category “classics” names the idea 
that literature once communicated with the gods” (169).  

The profound atavism of mid-eighteenth-century Spanish culture 
consisted of something more still than a recollection of communication 
with the divine. To Spanish eyes of the “Enlightenment” period, the 
immense earthquake of 1755 had shattered the physical world to reveal 
once more the supernatural core of reality, the personal intercession of 
God, the Virgin Mary, the Saints, and even of the diabolic. This was 
Spaniards’ fear and their ecstasy. Their renewed primordial experience was 
of their whole lives being held up before the reality of their own mortal 
limits, exposed at once to destruction and to judgement. Manifestly, the 
vivid threat of death presents the most acute human sensation of 
apprehension and hope, when the very future beyond the present moment 
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—in this life or another— is in question. Commentators on the Disaster 
sought to nurture and prolong such sentiments. What surged to the fore 
was a longing for transfiguring pain, a sado-masochistic conflation of love 
and punishment, a searing desire. In that way, hope and fear, conjured up 
together, were also merged together: suffering was fused with redemption, 
the threat of the Father rejecting all a person was, joined with the wish to 
be accepted by Him. In short, faced with their limit point in death, people 
were to discover whether their whole selves had been loved or spurned, 
worthy or reprehensible. To the extent that Spaniards differed from one 
another in their atavism, it was over whether the event held a general or 
more specific significance in Sacred History, and, above all, over how to 
manage the feelings that came upon them. They might pour forth their 
fears and hopes spectacularly, or they might exhibit a tempered, meditative 
apprehension and belief, a constant observant waiting. Either way, they 
were to live in fear. 

 

 
 

Overbeek, Temple of Venus and Cupid 
(By kind permission of Heidelberg University Library under Creative Commons 

License CC-BY-SA 3.0) 
 

One cannot, then, understand the Spanish response to the Lisbon 
Disaster without genuinely attending to the longue durée. To end with an 
hypothesis, I would venture that this is true, not just of the continuity 
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between the mid-eighteenth-century and the hundreds of years of Catholic 
history that preceded it, but also of the legacy to the decades, even the 
centuries to come after 1755. By 1808, the eighteenth-century Bourbon 
monarchies of France and Spain had both imploded, not least through the 
interplay of fiscal weakness and recurrent warfare. John Lynch memorably 
observes that the regime in Spain “collapsed in 1804-8 in a turmoil of 
agrarian crisis and foreign invasion, unable either to feed or defend its 
people” (421). In one sense, 1808, like the successive crises it spawned 
through the modern period, was different from 1755: José María Portillo 
Valdés has shown how the absence of the Bourbons’ governing structures 
spurred a rich rethinking of Spanish constitutional thought to fill the void 
(160-78, 206-17). Yet in other respects, 1755 and 1808 exhibit close 
similarities. In the face of collapse, the dominant tendency was to fall back 
on and spectacularly reinvigorate deep-set Catholic beliefs among the elite. 
This is as true of absolutist monks rallying the population (on whom, see 
Esdaile 267), as it was of the Liberal Cádiz Constitution of 1812 which 
established that electoral processes would centre on parish churches, with 
proceedings bookended by a Mass and a Te Deum (Constitución política 17-
19), just as, previously, the Ancien Régime had used the pulpit as a means 
of state communication (Van Kley 5). Portillo Valdés explains how 
profoundly the Constitution of 1812 was imbued with Catholic thought 
(320-69, 443). Spanish Liberal political philosophy, deep into the second 
third of the nineteenth-century, dwelt overwhelmingly on the Catholic 
Christian experience of personhood (Ginger, “Liberalismo” 122-32, 153-
59). Just as in 1755, so after 1808, the appropriate practical way, the 
immediate experience of living as a Catholic community is at the heart of 
the emotional and intellectual dynamic (see Ginger, “Un yo moderno” 130). 
Even among the most radical elements of the twentieth-century left, such 
Christological imagery and Catholic turns of thought and feeling persisted 
among major philosophers like María Zambrano (Caballero Rodríguez 85-
102), just as it did among anarchist activists (Thomas). In literature, Noël 
Valis has written eloquently of the subtle persistence of the Catholic legacy: 
“a reenvisioned Catholicism,” she observes, “[..] plays a fundamental 
imaginative-moral role in key texts of modern Spanish narrative from the 
late eighteenth to the mid-twentieth century, creating a special form of 
sacred realism” (5).  

The Lisbon Disaster conjured up a vivid, intense image of a 
transfigured, suffering world, immediately experienced, a vision of human 
bodies and persons at the limit of their mortal being, held up to judgement. 
Spain’s eighteenth-century Catholic renewal projected this vision powerfully 
forward, such that it animated what we call the “modern period”. It was not 
secular modernity that the catastrophe unleashed upon Spain, but atavistic 
religious pulsations surging up from the longue durée.  
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